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Taking into consideration that 400 cm2 of green crystal have been used, how many squared ... Calculate the area of an A4 paper sheet. 3. Calculate the area of ... 
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Let’s play with symmetries Please solve the following exercises in 1 hour and 1 half time. The solution must include the result and the explanation in English. We will take into account the unfinished exercises, provided that you can describe your attempts. Hand in one answer sheet per question. Exercise 1 Room decoration Bob wants to decorate his room with his name; he makes 3 cardboard squares : 2 with a 4 cm side, the other one with a 7 cm side; he writes a capital B on the first two squares and a capital O on the third 7 cm square. He puts the cardboard squares on the wall to form his name and, as he likes it , he decides to make a strip along the wall by writing his name many times so that every name of the decoration is the reflection of the previous one. Reproduce the ornament and calculate how many cardboard squares with B and how many cardboard squares with O he will have to make to complete the strip on the wall considering that the wall is 3,15 m long.



Exercise 2



Rose window The stained glass window of a church’s main facade has a rose window as the one in the figure, where letters R, V, and A stand for the colours red, green and blue, respectively. Taking into consideration that 400 cm2 of green crystal have been used, how many squared centimetres of blue crystal are necessary?



Exercise 3



It is not a triangle



What is the area of the grey part of the figure, where all the circumferences are of radius r?



Exercise 4



The size of a paper sheet



Standard ISO 216 defines the most common A-, B- and C- paper series which differ from each other in terms of size. The A-series is the most used one and the most common A4-paper sheet is included in it. The picture illustrates the measurements of the other paper sizes compared to the A4. 1. Measure the exact width and height of an A4 paper sheet. 2. Calculate the area of an A4 paper sheet. 3. Calculate the area of an A0 paper sheet. 4. Calculate the ratio of height of an A4 paper sheet to its width. 5. What is the ratio of height of an A6 sheet to its width?



According to the ISO 216-standard the area of an A0 sheet is one square meter. Using this knowledge and the picture, work out a pair of equations and use it to calculate the height and width of an A0 paper sheet. Esercise 5



Pentagon rotation The diagram shows a pentagon ABCDE with sides of length l. Build its symmetrical figure according to the diagonal line AC. Considering the other diagonal line passing through A of the symmetric pentagon, build the symmetry of the symmetry. Continue this way until a symmetrical figure totally fits over the original pentagon ABCDE. Find n and describe the shape thus obtained considering its geometrical properties and the possible symmetries.



Esercise 6 Lazy gardener John the gardener wishes to water his salads. He must first reach the river to get some water and then go to the salads. Which is the shortest way to do this ? You can start by drawing the following picture where J is 8 cm from the river and S is 4 cm away from the river and JS=10 cm.



Exercise 7 Train rose There are four trains that are connected in a network shaped like a star with eight points, according to the following picture. Change positions of the black and white trains, so that black trains are in the position of the white trains and vice versa, using as few moves as possible. The trains can only be moved in a straight line from one station to another but the other station has to be free and if the next station is also free the same train can continue its journey and this only counts as a one move. Moreover, you can't move two trains at the same time.
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... part in making the assignments. Students worked in pairs or in small groups. We had some lessons together, where teachers gave the general advice about.
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ITALIAN. ART. SPANISH. FINNISH. FRENCH. ENGLISH. 7 kiuruvesi 28 april - 5 may 2010 ... BUT IT WASN'T EASY! 17 kiuruvesi 28 april - 5 may .... C1 symmetry is the same as no symmetry: a rotation of order 1 is not really a rotation, since ...
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ISTITUTO COMPRENSIVO MONTE GRAPP. A - BUSSERO- IT. AL ... DEPARTURE comenius nemo new mathematics objectives foligno. 13-20 novembre 2009 ...
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Comenius project "In orbit with Europa" - DBR Astronomie .fr 

Nov 3, 2011 - Now increase the radius in SalsaJ by 2 and measure the intensity of the same star again. Add the new data to your spreadsheet. Repeat this ...
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Comenius Seneca 

food, it is better that you go to a good restaurant or a tavern, if you like tapas, you can go to places as Lizarran, Baviera, Cactus Cantina, el Corregidor, ...
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can visit La Casa de los Picos or Antonio Machados house. The cathedral is enormous and extraordinary. You cant leave the city without visiting it. There is a ...
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We wish you many enjoyable years flying your new Dudek NEMO. .... The rigging system consists of individual lines looped and stitched at each end. There is a ...
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The purpose of this Manual is to offer guidelines to the pilot using the Dudek NEMO wing ... diving off mountain peaks, flatland tow-launches and of course also.
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NÂ° 1881. CS17-0013007-02. 8. Prestazione dichiarata / Declared performance / Performance dÃ©clarÃ©e / ErklÃ¤rte Leistungen / Prestaciones declaradas ...
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Projet Comenius - COMENIUS - The world in my class 

4 I am in the same class as last year. Yes. No. 5 In the class. I feel well not bad bad. 6 At the moment I think that my level of the host language is good sufficient.
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finding nemo - Aboard 

Although I do not own the movie or it's screenplay, this |. | transcript was ... So, you do like it, don't you? CORAL. No, no. ... 'Excuse me, miss, can you check and see if there's a hook in my lip?' CORAL. Marlin! ..... Do you hear me? Big...big--.
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NEMO 6 kW AIR 

Thermostat. Programmateur. TÃ©lÃ©commande. Ecran. RevÃªtement acier. AIR ... Alimentation (V/Hz). 230/50 ... DiamÃ¨tre du conduit d'aspiration de l'air (mm). 60.
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NEMO VIBE 0682 - FCC ID 

of double-sided tape, so that it can easily be moved during programming, if it is neces- sary to improve radio communication with the motor. â–¡ 04. Perform sensor memorisa- tion (section 5) and system calibration (section 6). â–¡ 05. Mark the positi
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Read and Save Ebook project 2010 guide pratique pour les chefs de projet as PDF ... because people want choices, it is now possible to get project 2010 guide ...
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1 janv. 2018 - By delivering much bigger alternative we believe that our readers can find the proper eBook they require. Download full version PDF for ...
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If you don't like something in this book, change it. It is your creative .... stories (his best excuse to escape the wife for an evening), .... 'You know full well who they.
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Jan 31, 2005 - Title : Mr. Address : B.P. 15 rue Fontaine de l'HÃ´pital, 1 34431 Saint Jean de Vedas France .... All theses points are beneficial for shellfish producers. Future Actions ..... needed some time to know about the project. However a ...
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Amazing Grace. God Save The Queen. LUCIANO PAVAROTTI. Core 'Ngrato. When the saints go marchin in. ORO. Vivo per lei. USA. God Bless The U.S.A..
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Jan 21, 2008 - Alternatively, the at least two beams may be generated using light originating from different sources in different respective positions, wherein ...
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